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	As a web developer or web designer, or those of you who just maintain your own website, you know that the web is constantly changing, and the tools and methods that are used to build websites are in constant development. Like sand dunes in the Sahara, they shift constantly, but fortunately, usually in a forward direction.


	The shift in web technologies has currently arrived at HTML5, the latest version of the language used to define and build web pages. With it comes an easier method of adding multimedia to your web pages.

	

	The goal of this book is to provide you with an introduction to adding audio and video to your website, and to give you a glimpse of what else you can do with HTML5 multimedia.

	

	Throughout the book you’ll find in-depth details of the various HTML5 multimedia elements, as well as full code examples on how you can use them to add audio and video to your website. You’ll also learn about the accompanying JavaScript API that allows you to create your own media controls.

	

	In addition, you’ll find explanations and examples of how you can style the HTML5 media elements with CSS, including some of the new features that CSS3 has to offer. You’ll also learn about multimedia and accessibility, and how you can add subtitles to your website video.
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The Seven Secrets of How to Think Like a Rocket ScientistCopernicus, 2006

	This book translates "thinking like a rocket scientist" into every day thinking so it can be used by anyone. It’s short and snappy and written by a rocket scientist. The book illustrates the methods (the 7 secrets) with anecdotes, quotations and biographical sketches of famous scientists, personal stories and insights, and...
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Structure and Architecture, Second EditionArchitectural Press, 2001
'Structure and Architecture' is an essential textbook for students and practitioners of architecture and structural engineering. MacDonald explains the basic principles of structure and describes the ranges of structure types in current use. Furthermore, the book links these topics directly with the activity of architectural design and criticism....
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Essential Email Standards: RFCs and Protocols Made PracticalJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999
Email as we know it is useful only because it is interoperable. I can read the email you send me, no matter what kind of system you used to send it and no matter what kind of system I use to read it. As long as we all use software that adheres to the open standards, we can all get along just fine. The first part of this book first describes the...
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Photoshop Elements 8 All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	Improve your photos with the exciting new version of Photoshop Elements


	Photoshop Elements has come a long way from its early days as Photoshop’s low-end cousin. Now a feature-rich editing program popular with professionals as well as hobbyist photographers, Elements boasts versatile tools and capabilities. With these...
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Macintosh Switcher's Guide (Wordware Macintosh Library)Wordware Publishing, 2004
Maybe you saw the Switcher advertisements on television or the
web. Maybe you were drawn into an Apple Store by the beautiful
machine in the display. Maybe you’ve always thought a little differently,
or wanted something a little different for a change.
Whatever the reason for your switch to Macintosh, here you are....
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Handbook of Urology: Diagnosis and Therapy (Lippincott Williams & Wilkins Handbook Series)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2004

	
		This handbook is a practical, easily accessible guide to the diagnosis and treatment of urologic disorders. In an outline format that is ideal for rapid, on-the-spot reference, the text covers all medical and surgical aspects of urologic practice, including endoscopic and laparoscopic surgery.

	
		This edition includes...
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